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TRANSFER DECLARATION

According to FIFA regulations regarding players position, transfer and KSÍ regulation on player transfers, contract
and status of players and clubs, it is hereby confirmed that:
______________________________________________________________
Name

________________________
Birthdate and year

Has fulfilled his/her commitment towards his/her club and is free to join another club, as stated below:

FORMER CLUB
________________________________________
CLUB NAME

_______________________________________
CLUB CONFIRMATION-SIGNATURE

YES

Does the transfer fall under the following article?

NO

Registration fee according to article 15.3.1., will not be charged if a transfer is being made between clubs that are
playing a unified under-19 (2. flokkur) men´s and/or women´s competition team.

NEW CLUB
________________________________________
CLUB NAME

_______________________________________
CLUB CONFIRMATION-SIGNATURE

___________________________________________________________________
Place and date

___________________________________________________________________
Players´s signature

___________________________________________________________________
Parental signature (if player is under 18)

Domestic transfer
In domestic transfers, (between domestic clubs) it is necessary to fill out all the lines and to pay the registration fee so that a
competition clearance will be issued. The competition clearance is sent to the club´s email and/or to the club´s registered
representative.
Transfer from a domestic club to a foreign club
In transfers from a domestic club to a foreign club it is necessary to provide at least the name of the player, his social security
number, name of the Icelandic club, signature of the club´s representative and date (the player signature and the foreign club
signature is not necessary). No registration fee is required.
Transfer from a foreign club to a domestic club
In transfers from a foreign club to an Icelandic club it is necessary to provide the name of the player, his social security
number, name of the foreign club and/or country, name of the Icelandic club and its representative signature, date and the
player signature. It is necessary that the registration fee has been paid and that the International transfer certificate (ITC) has
been received from the foreign club´s football association for the competition clearance to be issued.
If the transfer declaration is sent via email or fax, a receipt of the payment from an online bank for the
registration fee shall be included. (KSÍ´s social security- and account number are on top of the page. – The
registration fee is ISL. kr. 2000 but for players in U-16 (3. flokkur) or younger the fee is ISL. kr. 1000) Send to
felagskipti@ksi.is

